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Trinity Bible Church 
January 24, 2018 
January 31, 2018 

Lesson 1-2 
 

Babylonianism: 

This study will seek to define the who, what, when, where, why, and how as relates to the topic 
of Babylon found in Scripture. It will then make application to the present world situation. 
 
Babylonianism refers to the philosophical system that is believed and acted upon within a 
societal structure. It is often such a part of the culture that it is not recognizable unless 
compared to other systems. 
 
This study will cover at least the following: 
 
1.  The Tower of Babel 
2.  Historical Babylon 
3.  Historical Babylon today. 
4.  Religious Babylon: how to identify. 
5.  Prophetical Babylon: how to identify. 
6.  Applications: so what? 
 
1.  The Tower of Babel. Gen 11:1-9 
Now the whole earth used the same language and the same words. 2 And it came about as 
they journeyed east, that they found a plain in the land of Shinar and settled there. 3 And they 
said to one another, "Come, let us make bricks and burn them thoroughly." And they used brick 
for stone, and they used tar for mortar. 4 And they said, "Come, let us build for ourselves a city, 
and a tower whose top will reach into heaven, and let us make for ourselves a name; lest we be 
scattered abroad over the face of the whole earth." 5 And the Lord came down to see the city 
and the tower which the sons of men had built. 6 And the Lord said, "Behold, they are one 
people, and they all have the same language. And this is what they began to do, and now 
nothing which they purpose to do will be impossible for them. 7 Come, let Us go down and there 
confuse their language, that they may not understand one another's speech." 8 So the Lord 
scattered them abroad from there over the face of the whole earth; and they stopped building 
the city. 9 Therefore its name was called Babel, because there the Lord confused the language 
of the whole earth; and from there the Lord scattered them abroad over the face of the whole 
earth. NASB 
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Gen 11:1 = The Setting. 
 
Now the whole earth used the same language (SAPHAH = 1st of 175x; means lips, speech, 
edge; compare to LASHON which means “tongue” both are important to forming words.  
This word is used more of a boundary indicating that speech has boundaries) and the same 
words (DABHAR = in plural; words have to have meaning or they are useless; same 
vocabulary).  
 
L.T. = Now the whole earth used the same language and the same words.  
 
Summary: 
1. Adam was created with a complete vocabulary.  2:19,20 
2. Adam’s vocabulary established the language of the Antediluvians that many 

scholars believe was some form of ancient Sanskrit. 
 
Gen 11:2 = The Migration from the Ark. 
 
And it came about as they journeyed east (Qal Inf NAsA’ = 1st of 146x; to lift up as one does 
tent pegs, thus marked the beginning of a journey), that they found a plain (BIQ’A’ = 1st of 
20x; a plain or valley) in the land of Shinar (SHIN’AR = 8x; Gen 10:10; 14:1,9; Joshn 7:21 
where translated “Babylonish”; Isa 11:11; Dan 1:2; Zech 5:11; its location is not really 
challenged by anyone; the Tigris-Euphrates river valley; ancient Sumer) and settled there 
(Qal IPF YASHABH = to dwell with the idea of permanence; it was the supposed end of 
their nomadic existence).  
 
L.T. = And it came about as they journeyed east, that they found a plain in the land of 
Shinar and settled there.  
 
Summary: 
1. The land of Shinar is Babylon.  Dan 1:2 
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2. The initial migration from the Flood was from Ararat, southeast into Sumer, located 
between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. 

3. The area has been referred to as “The Fertile Crescent” and even liberal scholars 
view this area as the “cradle of civilization.” 

4. The traveler’s decision was to end their nomadic existence. 
5. This is where Nimrod became their leader. Cf 10:10 
 
Gen 11:3 = The Building Project. 
 
And they said to one another (Lit: each man said to his associate; this was a community 
vision and project), "Come (Qal IMP YAHABH = 33x; only in Qal Imp.  An urgent request 
that can mean “come on” or “give” as when Jacob asked Laban for Rachel after serving 
him for seven years), let us make bricks (Qal IPF LABHAN = 1st of 8x; word that basically 
means to make white; Isa 1:18 "Come now, and let us reason together," Says the Lord, 
"Though your sins are as scarlet, They will be as white as snow; when referring to making 
brick it recognizes the white clay of the area that was available) and burn them thoroughly 
(Qal IPF as Jussive SARAPH = 1st of 117x; to burn)." And they used brick for stone, and they 
used tar (CHEMAR = bitumen, that which boils up from the subterranean fountains like oil 
or hot pitch.  It still does in the vicinity of Babylon, asphalt) for mortar.  
 
L.T. = And each man said to his associate, "Come, let us make bricks and burn them 
thoroughly." And they used brick for stone, and they used tar for mortar.  
 
Summary: 
1. There is urgency in their decision. 
2. They are moving from tents to buildings, seeking to make permanent structures. 
3. They are going to bake bricks rather than sun-dry them, which will make them 

strong and when covered with tar, waterproof. 
4. Using baked bricks instead of sundried ones indicates intelligence beyond the so 

called, “stone age.” 
5. Using baked bricks instead of stone illustrates man’s tribute to his own ingenuity 

and his efforts to save himself.   
 
Gen 11:4 = Self-Protection. 
 
And they said, "Come (urgency word again), let us build for ourselves a city, and a tower 
(MIGDOL = 1st of 50x; used to refer to a guard tower for military purposes as well as to 
watch over sheep) whose top will reach into heaven (lit: and its head in the heavens), and let 
us make for ourselves (Qal IPF ‘ASAH = to manufacture out of something) a name (SHEM = 
not a quest for significance because they were the only people on the earth, so it must be 
referring to “a name” like “The Name”); lest (PHEN = conjunction; it is used to denote 
something prohibited which we fear and wish removed) we be scattered abroad (Qal IPF 
PHUTZ = 2nd cf 10:18) over the face of the whole earth."  
 
L.T. = And they said, "Come, let us build for ourselves a city, and a tower and its head in 
the heavens, and let us make for ourselves a name; lest we be scattered abroad over the 
face of the whole earth." 
 
Summary: 
1. This verse reveals the collective thought of the group which allows for small groups 

of individuals to not subscribe to the viewpoint. 
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2. Many towers were built throughout the ancient world, called ziggurats. 
 A. They were supposed to get them closer to their god. 

B. They were built in stages and had the zodiac painted on their ceilings. 
C. The Temple of Marduk is the most famous and was probably the original.  It 

was about 300’x300’x300’. 
D. The Temple of Marduk is also known as Esagila meaning “the temple that 

raises its head.” 
3. The evidence indicates that the “mob” must have decided they needed a place to 

escape the next flood. 
4. They were in outright rebellion against the command to “fill the earth,” seeking to 

not be scattered.  Gen 9:1 
5. They were enslaved by a fear of another flood and the arrogance of thinking they 

could save themselves. 
6. They were seeking to make a god for themselves (a name). 
7. The effort to build a tower to deliver oneself represents the effort humans expend 

to try to save themselves. 
8. The spiritually mature individuals lost their influence to the more youthful, 

charismatic types.   
9. The sin is found in the attitude, not the action.  
10. This is the foundation of the first United Nations. 
 
Gen 11:5 = The Lord’s Observation. 
 
And the Lord (Yahweh) came down (Qal IPF YARADH = 1st of 379x; to come down, descend; 
indicates a Theophany, probably much like the visitor to Abraham en route to Sodom and 
Gomorrah) to see the city and the tower which the sons of men (the man) had built.  
 
L.T. = And Yahweh came down to see the city and the tower which the sons of the man 
had built. 
 
Summary: 
1. This is a result of our fallen nature in Adam. 
2. They completed the Tower but not the city.  V8 
3. They had violated His Sovereign Will and were about to witness His Overruling Will. 
4. Since they had “their head in the heavens,” a heavenly visitor chose to visit them.  

(He already knew what was going on) 
5. The Lord has granted mankind the freedom to pursue a course of action contrary 

to His Will. 
 
Gen 11:6 = The Approaching Problem. 
 
And the Lord said, "Behold, they are one people, and they all have the same language. And 
(‘ATAH – adv. And now) this is what they began to do (‘ASAH = manufacture; said of the 
NAME, not the city as it was to be BANAH; seeking to manufacture their own deliverance), 
and now nothing which they purpose to do (Qal IPF ZAMAM = 1st of 13x; to lie in wait, plot, 
indicates a conspiracy where one has brought false charges or is a false witness) will be 
impossible (LO + Niph IPF BATZAR = 1st of 37x; to cut off in the sense of gathering grapes; 
or to fence in or wall off; off limits; not “impossible” as that is an indicator of power, the 
word is an indicator of freedom) for them.  
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L.T. = And Yahweh said, "Behold, they are one people, and they all have the same 
language. And now this is what they began to do, and now nothing which they conspire to 
do will be off limits for them.  
 
Summary: 
1. The Lord’s observations are recorded for all history. 
2. His permissive will has declared that nothing they conspire to do will be off limits 

for them.  
3. Just because we have the freedom to do something doesn’t mean it is always a 

good idea.   
4. This is a statement of divine operating policy, meaning that mankind is given 

permission to take technology, human good and evil to new levels.   
 
Gen 11:7 = The Solution. 
 
Come (Qal Imp 2ms YAHABH = 3rd use; urgency; addresses one person), let Us go down 
(Qal IPF 1cp YARADH = let US, grammatical evidence of the Trinity) and there confuse (Qal 
IPF BALAL = 1st of 43x; means to mix or mingle together by the addition of ingredients) 
their language (SAPHAH = lip cf 11:1), that they may not understand one another's speech."  
 
L.T. = Come, let Us go down and there confuse their language, that they may not 
understand one another's speech."  
 
Summary: 
1. The Overruling Will of the Godhead decided to delete the existing language from 

their memory centers and install new ones. 
2. God uses His Overruling Will not just to influence but to protect. 
3. He is displaying grace to the rebellious and at the same time keeping His word about 

not bringing another Flood. 
4. God is not the author of confusion (1 Cor 14:33), so the “confusion” of the universal 

language is a judgment on their confusion of soul. 
5. The individual languages were not confused as people could communicate with 

people of their own family. 
 
Gen 11:8 = The Judgment 
 
So the Lord scattered (Hiph IPF PHUTZ = to disperse, scatter, Hiph is causative, a secondary 
cause) them (the “them” is the entire population of the world, located at one place) abroad 
from there over the face of the whole earth; and they (the bulk of the population) stopped (Qal 
IPF + w.c. CHADHAL = to forsake, leave, cease) building the city.  
 
L.T. = So Yahweh scattered them abroad from there over the face of the whole earth; and 
they stopped building the city.  
 
Summary: 
1. The Lord struck the arrogance with a physical problem. 
2. Their different languages would cause them to congregate into groups where they 

could communicate. 
3. God, who does things “honorably and according to an organized structure” (1 Cor 

14:40), chose to connect the language and the genetics of families together. 
4. The very thing they had feared (dispersion) had come upon them. V4 
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5. The city building was no longer a “worldwide” effort, but was left to be finished by 
Nimrod and his family.  Cf 10:10 

 
Gen 11:9 = The Name of the City. 
 
Therefore (‘AL KEM = concerning thus) its name was called Babel (BABEL = 262x; means 
confusion; Babylon is a major topic of the OT; in the NT it is referred to 12x; 5x referring 
to historical Babylon; 1 Pet 5:13 referring to Rome; 6x in Revelation referring to a 
prophetical entity), because there (SHAM = there, used to refer to a specific place, not an 
allegory) the Lord confused (Qal PF BALAL = 43x; confused, mixed; most of the usages 
involve mixing fine flour with oil for a meat offering; used in Hos 7:8 of Ephraim intermixing 
among the people) the language (lip) of the whole earth; and from there the Lord scattered them 
abroad over the face of the whole earth.  
 
L.T.= Therefore its name was called Babel, because there the Lord confused the language 
of the whole earth; and from there the Lord scattered them abroad over the face of the 
whole earth.  
 
Summary: 
1. The Hebrew name for the city, meaning “confusion,” reveals its apostasy. 
2. Babel means “gate of God” in Sumerian and also “place of the seat of life.” 
3. The dominant feature of this city was the Ziggurat like the one named Etemenanki, 

which means “House of the foundation of Heaven and Earth.” 
4. Their main gods were Marduk and Nabu. 
5. Later the city contained 180 shrines for Ishtar and more than 1800 niches, pedestals 

or sacred places for other deities. 
6. Six Elements of Babylonianism. 

A. Human intellect turns mankind against the God. 
B. Human wisdom devises a way to save itself.   
C. Rebellion against the God establishes a new object of worship.  
D. Fear is used to promote Collectivism. 
E. Collectivism is seen as salvation. 
F. It is actually mass confusion.  

7. God sees this as evil, frustrates it and will one day judge it.   
8. The Gifts of Languages and Interpretation were given to reach the dispersed of 

Israel who was to then reach the entire earth. 
9. The Gospel is for people of every tribe and nation and people and language. 
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Trinity Bible Church 
February 7, 2018 

Lesson 3 
 

Babylonianism 
 

2. Historical Babylon: 
A. The Tigris and Euphrates rivers have existed since the Garden of Eden. Gen 

2:14 
B. The Tigris is only mentioned by name in the Bible one more time, during the 

time of Daniel. Dan 10:4 
C. The Euphrates is mentioned by name 30 times in Scripture, beginning in 

Genesis 2:14. 
D. The area is known as Mesopotamia, meaning “the land between two rivers.”  
E. It is the northern boundary of the land promised to Abraham. Gen 15:18 
F. Nimrod became the first ruler of Babel, along with the cities of Erech, Accad, 

Calneh, and Assur. Gen 10:9-12 
1). The First Dynasty of Kish begins with the phrase, “After the Flood had 

swept over the earth and when kingship was lowered again from heaven, 
kingship was first in Kish.”  The first king mentioned in the list is GA.UR.  
There is a possibility that this could refer to the Biblical Gomer (of the first 
generation after the Flood) based on the transfer from the cuneiform into 
Hebrew.  There is also the possibility that in the transliterations of the next 
eleven kings could be found other names of the first and second 
generations after the Flood, but this demands further study.  No other 
information on the first twelve kings exists. The thirteenth king of Kish I 
listed is the first Sumerian king on which we have any information.  There 
are two statements in the king list which give us some very valuable 
information.  The king in question is Etana.  It is said that he consolidated 
all the countries and he ascended to heaven.  S.N. Kramer calls him the 
first “empire builder.”1   The first “empire builder” we find in scripture is 
Nimrod (Gen 10:10).  He consolidated the countries and ascended toward 
heaven via the Tower of Babel. 

2). Ancient myths say that Nimrod married his mother Semiramus (not to be 
confused with an Assyrian queen of the 700-800 B.C. era). He claimed 
godhood but died but she perpetuated his claim. She became pregnant, 
claiming to have “slept with no man,” and claimed the child was Nimrod 
reincarnated. Out of these actions came the “mother-son” cult that was a 
counterfeit of the “promised seed of the woman.” 

3). According to tradition (cited in Hislop’s “The Two Babylons”) Shem 
gathered 72 co-conspirators to help him and made their way to the palace 
where Nimrod lived. They killed him and cut him into pieces for each of 
the conspirators to take to their tribes. It was a warning from Shem to 
change or else. 

4). Human sacrifice is believed to have begun during this time and was a 
marker of Babylon up to the time of Christ. 

 
G. After the Flood the area became known as the Land of Shinar. Historians 

know it as Sumer. 
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H. The Sumerians controlled this area until the time of the “Old Babylonian 

Empire” (1570-1265 B.C. revised chronology). The most noted leader of the 
Old Babylonian Empire was Hammurabi who came a short time after Moses 
who lived from 1525-1405 B.C. 
1). Conventional chronology begins ancient Sumer with the 1st Dynasty 

of Kish around 3,000 B.C., about the time of the conventional dating 
of Egypt. 

2). Like Egypt there exist many events that tie dynasties together in a 
contemporaneous manner rather than consecutively. 

3). Adjustments to account for connections permit the Sumerian history 
to fit easily into the Biblical chronology.  

I. The Old Babylonian Empire was eventually replaced by the Assyrians until 
their defeat by Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon at Ninevah in 605 B.C. 

 1). Estimates put the population over 200,000. 
 2). It was one of the wealthiest cities in the world. 
J. Babylon was defeated by the Persians under Cyrus in 539 B.C. This is one 

of the most well-documented events in ancient history. Dan 5 
1). Cyrus tunneled under the walls into the city. The city was captured, 

not destroyed. 
 2). It was not destroyed by fire, nor with burning arrows. 

3). The destruction described in Isaiah 13; 47; Jeremiah 50-51 has not 
been fulfilled. 

4). Babylon has had inhabitants for most of its history. The prophecies 
describe a Babylon that once destroyed will not be inhabited again, 
except by animals.  

K. The Persians, after years of fighting, were defeated by the Greeks under 
Alexander. 

L. The Greeks were eventually consumed by the Romans. 
M. The Persians took back the area as a city-state and held control until 650 

A.D. when they were defeated by the Muslims. During this time it was 
described as a city in ruins. 

N. The British began exploration in the 1800’s and sought to bring 
Mesopotamian relics to London. It was excavated by Julius Oppert from 
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1852-1854. Over 40 crates of artifacts were lost in the Tigris when the raft 
overturned. 

O. Germans began excavation and worked from 1899-1917. They found the 
Temple of Marduk and the city wall, along with pieces of the Ishtar Gate and 
tablets. The Germans fled at the invasion of British troops in 1917 and many 
artifacts disappeared. 

P. On February 14, 1978 the Iraqi government under Saddam Hussein began 
the “Archaeological Restoration of Babylon Project” reconstructing things 
like the Southern Palace of Nebuchadnezzar.  

Q. In 1987 a Babylon International Festival was held and annually thereafter 
until 2002. 

R. The project has been abandoned. 
 
3. Babylon today. 

A.  It was on both sides of the Euphrates. It was not surrounded by many waters. 
B. It had no mother nation. 
C.   It came to ruin through a lack of maintenance, not by military destruction. 
D. It is highly improbably that it will ever be rebuilt to become the world’s 

leading economic power. 
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Trinity Bible Church 
February 14, 2018 

Lesson 4 
 

Babylonianism 
 
4. Religious Babylon (Rev 17:1-18) 

 
Revelation 17:1-13 

Following the Beast 
 
A. Section I-Introduction. 1:1-8 
B. Section II-The Things John Saw.  1:9-20 
C. Section III-The Things Which Are.  2:1-3:22 
D. Section IV-The Things Which Will Be.  4:1-22:5 

1). The Scene in Heaven.  4:1-5:14 
2). The Seal Judgments.  6:1-17 
3). A Parenthesis.  7:1-8 
4). The Seven Trumpet Judgments.  8:1-9:21 
5). The Unrevealed Judgments.  10:1-11 
6). The Two Witnesses.  11:1-13 
7). The Second Woe.  11:14 
8). The Seventh Trumpet.  11:15-18 
9). Heaven Opened.  11:19 
10). The Angelic Conflict.  12:1-14:20 
11). Heaven Prepares for Last Seven Judgments.  15:1-8 
12). The Vial (Bowl) Judgments.  16:1-21 
13). Religious Babylon.  17:1-18 

a.  Following the Beast.  17:1-13 
 
Rev 17:1 = John's Invitation to Observe. 
L.T. = And one of the seven angels who had the seven bowls came and spoke to with me 
saying, “Come on, I will show you the judgment of the great prostitute, the one who sits 
on many waters, 
Rev 17:2 = The Harlot's Activities 
L.T. = With whom the kings of the earth fornicated and those who dwell on the earth were 
made drunk with the wine of her fornication. 
 
Summary: 
1. A harlot is one who offers to satisfy illegitimate lust. 
2. More than one harlot is in view as verse five talks about the "Mother of the harlots." 
3. "Babylon the Great" is made up of two different end-time entities which comprise 

the "Great Harlot."  Cf 14:8; 18:2 
4. The kings of the earth have accepted their offers to sin, which indicates an ongoing 

action before destruction. 
5. "Sitting on many waters" indicates influence over nations. 
6. This woman makes the inhabitants of the nations drunk with lust and then peddles 

her influence to kings. 
7. The wine refers to her doctrines. 
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17:3 = A Woman on a Beast. 
L.T. = And he carried me away in the Spirit. And I saw a woman sitting upon a scarlet 
beast, full of blasphemous names, having seven heads and ten horns. 
 
Summary: 
1. The "Beast" is the dictator of the Revived Roman Empire, the Beast from the Sea. 

Rev 13:1-2 
2. The scarlet on the beast indicates his claim to royalty. 
3. The woman refers to the viewpoint of historical Rome that began at the Tower of 

Babel.  Cf Rev 17:18; 1 Pet 5:13; Rev 17:9 
4. The Beast does not hate the woman but the harlot (cf V16) who is an offspring of 

the woman (cf V5). 
5. The heads refer to kingdoms and kings who were anti-Israel. Cf 17:12 
6. The horns are nations of the seventh head.  Cf 17:12 
7. The woman has a religious and political side. 
8. The Beast “carries” the religious and political sides of the Roman Empire. 
9. The "blasphemous names" are her claims to deity. 
 
17:4 =  The Woman’s Clothing. 
L.T. = And the woman kept being clothed in purple and scarlet, and kept being gilded with 
gold and precious stones and pearls, having in her hand a gold cup full of abominations 
and of the unclean things of her fornication. 
 
Summary: 
1. The religious part of this system has accumulated massive wealth and will keep 

doing so in the Tribulation. 
2. It has done so by misrepresenting God's plan, just as the Pharisees did.  Luke 16:14-

15; Matt 23:13-36  
3. Before God this is "unclean." 
4. It is ritualistic without any reality and is morally corrupt. 
5. Her cup has doctrines, which lead to spiritual fornication.   
6. Those in the Catholic Church who have believed in the Lord Jesus Christ will be 

taken at the Rapture. 
 
Rev 17:5 = The Historical Roots 

L.T. = And upon her forehead a name was written, MYSTERY, "BABYLON THE 
GREAT, THE MOTHER OF THE HARLOTS AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE 
EARTH." 
 
Summary: 
1. "Mystery" describes the title and is not a part of it. 
2. It is called "Babylon" due to the confusion it has and generates. 
3. It is called "great" due to the extent of its influence and long history. 
4. The fact that Historical Babylon was one of the seven "heads" (i.e. the 3rd) almost 

rules out the possibility of it being the "woman." 
5. Therefore, the "woman" is the viewpoint of the Tower of Babel that was passed 

down through the Seven Heads. 
6. The "harlots" are those who have followed the viewpoint. 
7. This includes Religious and Economic Babylon of the end-times. 
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8. Nimrod was the first post-flood human to promote this viewpoint which was passed 
to the world via the dispersion from Babel.  Cf Gen 10:8-9 
A. Egypt.  Isis and Osiris 
B. Assyria.  Ashtaroth and Baal 
C. Babylon.  Ishtar and Bel 
D. Persia.  Anahita and Mithra 
E. Greece.  Artemis (Latin:  Diana) and Bacchus-Zeus 
F. India.  Isi and Iswara 
G. China.  Shing Moo (Holy Mother) and many others. 

9. Israel fell under discipline for following the so-called, "Queen of Heaven."  Jer 44:17-
18,25; 7:18 

10. The original cult spawned other harlot systems. 
11. A summary of the symbols: 

A. Woman = viewpoint of the Tower of Babel. 
B. Harlots = kingdoms accepting that viewpoint. 
C. Great Harlot = the focal points of viewpoint in last generation. 
D. Beast = Dictator of Revived Roman Empire 
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Trinity Bible Church 
February 28, 2018 

Lesson 5 
 

Babylonianism 
 
4. Religious Babylon (Rev 17:1-18) 

 
Revelation 17:1-13 

Following the Beast 
 
Rev 17:6 = The Reason for Judgment 
 
17:6 L.T. = And I saw the woman drinking wine from the blood of the saints and from the 
blood of the witnesses of Jesus.  And having seen her, I wondered a great wondering. 
 
Summary: 
1. Throughout history Babylonian viewpoint has motivated different people groups to 

persecute the saints. 
2. Specifically, it is one of the ideologies behind the killing of the Church Age and 

Tribulational saints. 
3. This woman's "doctrine" dictates this massacre. 
4. The doctrine is that there are many gods and that following only one is dangerous 

and destructive to the world.  
5. The viewpoint persists even after the organizational structure is destroyed.  Rev 

16:4-7  
6. Believers are not just being killed by polytheistic groups but by those who claim to 

represent the one true God.  John 16:1-2 
7. John's amazement is at least twofold: 

A. How this false Christianity could exist. 
B. The extent and magnitude of the viewpoint. 

 
Rev 17:7 =  The Angel's Response 
 
17:7 L.T. = And the angel said to me, “Why do you wonder? I myself will tell you the mystery 
of the woman and of the beast that is carrying her, which has the seven heads and ten 
horns.” 
 
Summary: 
1. The angel informs John that he will tell him the meaning of these symbols. 
2. The Beast carries the Woman, which represents the human agents that spread this 

false doctrine, centralized in one person in the Tribulation. 
A. Woman = viewpoint of the Tower of Babel. 
B. Harlots = kingdoms accepting that viewpoint. 
C. Great Harlot = the focal points of the viewpoint in last generation. 
D. Beast = Dictator of Revived Roman Empire 

3. Six Elements of Babylonianism. 
A. Human intellect turns against the God. 
B. Human wisdom devises a way to save itself.   
C. Rebellion against the God establishes a new object of worship.  
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D. Fear is used to promote Collectivism. 
E. Collectivism is seen as salvation. 
F. Confusion is used to deceive.  
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Trinity Bible Church 
March 7, 2018 

Lesson 6 
 

Babylonianism 
 
4. Religious Babylon (Rev 17:1-18) 
 

Revelation 17:1-13 
Following the Beast 

 
Rev 17:8 = The Beast's Identity. 
L.T. = The beast that you saw was, and is not, and is going to come up out of the 
abyss, and is going to go to destruction. And those who dwell on the earth will be 
caused to wonder, whose name has not been written in the book of life apart from 
the disorderly foundation of the cosmos, when they see the beast, that he was 
and is not and will be present. 
 
Summary: 
1. The Beast in view is a man, not an angel, a kingdom, or Satan. 
2. The Revived Roman Empire would not fit this description because of the 

word “was.” Neither can it be Rome or it would read “is and will be.” 
3. The Beast will come out of the Abyss and be given life again. Rev 13:11-15 
4. Satan is not yet in the abyss so he is not the Beast.  Cf Rev 9:1-2 
5. This beast from the pit will kill the two witnesses of Christ.  Rev 11:7 
6. Satan is not the Beast, but will empower him.  Rev 13:1-2 
7. This Beast will end up back in the Abyss, also known as the “Lake of Fire,” 

with Satan.  Rev 19:19-21; 20:1-3,10 
8. Unbelieving humanity will be resurrected at the Great White Throne 

judgment and cast into the Lake of Fire.  Rev 20:11-15 
9. The passage clearly says: 

A. The Beast existed before 96 A.D. 
B. He was not around in 96 A.D. 
C. He will literally be present later. 
D. He will return to the abyss. 

10. The Abyss is the place where the Beast emerges and to which he returns. 
11. The amazement stems from that fact that he is a man from the past. 
12. Therefore, no one born after 96 A.D. is the Beast of the Sea, who is the 

Anti-Christ and Dictator of the Revived Roman Empire. 
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Trinity Bible Church 
March 21, 2018 

Lesson 7 
 

 

Babylonianism 
 
4. Religious Babylon (Rev 17:1-18) 
 
Rev 17:9-10 = Wisdom 
L.T. = Here is the mind which is having wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains 
which the woman is sitting upon them, (a) and they are seven kings; (b) the five have 
fallen, the one is, and the other has not yet come; and when he may come he is obligated 
to remain himself a little while. 
Rev 17:11 = More Description 
L.T. = And the beast which was and is not is himself also an eighth, and is out of the 
seven (kings), and he is going to go to destruction. 
 
Summary: 
1. A double analogy is in view in that the seven heads refer to both kingdoms and 

kings. 17:9 
2. Verse 10b qualifies the kingdoms. 
3. Verse 10c and 11 qualify the king of the 7th kingdom. 
4. By 96 A.D., Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Persia and Greece had fallen. 
5. Rome was in existence with a revival of it still to come. 
6. Note that Rome had to fall before it could be revived, hence no Rapture until Rome 

fell. 
7. The Beast is the king of the Seventh Kingdom. 
8. And is the 8th king remaining of a ten nation confederacy, after he defeats three of 

them.  Dan 7:7-8, 24 
9. He is a particular king of one of the seven kingdoms. 
10. He has to be one of the first five. 
11. He is the "little horn" of Daniel 7:8. 
12. Notes on the Antichrist: 

A. He is not from the U.S.A. 
B. He is not from Rome. 
C. He comes from the abyss. 
D. He is not a product of the last generation of the Church Age. 

 
Rev 17:12-13 = The Identity of the Ten Horns and Their Purpose 
L.T. = And the ten horns which you saw are ten kings, who have not yet received a 
kingdom, but they are going to receive authority as kings with the beast for one hour. 13 
These are going to have one purpose and they are going to give their power and authority 
to the beast. 
 
Summary: 
1. The ten kings were not alive in 96 A.D. 
2. They will rule at the same time and not in succession. 
3. This is also prophesied by Daniel. Dan 7:7-8 
4. No other attempt to revive Rome has involved ten kingdoms. 
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5. The kings will align with the Antichrist during the first part of the seven year 
Tribulation. 

6. The Antichrist's religion will have the political and military power that it needs. 
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Lesson 8 
 

Babylonianism 
 
4. Religious Babylon (Rev 17:1-18) 

 
Revelation 17:14-18 
Victory for the Lamb 

 
Rev 17:14 = The Victor 
L.T. = These will wage war against the Lamb, and the Lamb will overcome them, because 
He is Lord of lords and King of kings, and with Him are the called, even chosen, even 
faithful. 
 
Summary: 
1. The unified purpose of the kings is an assault on The Lamb, Jesus Christ. 
2. "Lord of lords" is used first here to denote the power of The Lamb. 
3. "King of kings" is used to denote the sovereignty of The Lamb. 
4. In 19:16, the titles are reversed to denote His established earthly kingdom done 

via His Omnipotence. 
5. The last phrase gives the qualifications for reigning with Him: 

Called = recipient of the gospel. 
Chosen = Believer in the gospel. 
Faithful = consistent in the Christian life. 

6. More details are found in Chapter 19. 
 
Rev 17:15 = More Identification 
L.T. = And he said to me, “The waters which you saw where the prostitute sits, people and 
multitudes they are, and nations and languages.” 
 
Summary: 
1. This takes us back to verse one, "The Great Prostitute who sits on many waters." 
2. The Greek construction demonstrates that there are two harlots, one rules 

peoples and multitudes, the other rules nations and languages. 
3. "Peoples" refer to assemblies of the common people. 
4. "Multitudes" refer to large numbers in the assemblies. 
5. The first harlot is Religious Babylon who has spread the viewpoint into all the 

earth. 
6. "Nations" are political spheres of authority and "languages" show the extent of 

that authority. 
7. The second "harlot" is Economic Babylon that has economic influence over the 

kings of the earth. 
8. The “Mother of Harlots,” the "wicked woman" of verse five is carried by two other 

women, i.e. "harlots" of the end-time.  Zech 5 
9. One harlot uses religion to influence politics and the other uses politics to 

influence religion. 
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10. The typology: 
A. Woman = viewpoint of the Tower of Babel. 
B. Harlots = religious and economic kingdoms accepting that viewpoint. 
C. Great Harlot = the focal points of the viewpoint in the last generation. 
D. Beast = Dictator of Revived Roman Empire 

 
Rev 17:16 = Destruction 
L.T. = And the ten horns which you saw, and the beast, these will hate the harlot, and they 
will make her a wilderness and naked, and her flesh they shall devour, and totally burn her 
with fire. 
 
Summary: 
1. The Revived Roman Empire will destroy the harlot of Religious Babylon.  Cf Rev 

2:22 (Thyatira) 
2. Religious Babylon did not unite with the Beast. 
3. These kings will plunder the wealth of the false church. 
4. They will kill all of its inhabitants. 
5. The rest will probably be "nuked." Cf 2 Pet 3:10 (use of KATAKAIW) 
6. The "woman" is not destroyed, but some of her offspring are. 
7. Another harlot exists.  Cf 18:1,3 
 
Rev 17:17 = God's Control of History 
L.T. = For the God has granted in their hearts to execute His purpose 
 
Summary: 
1. God permitted this evil viewpoint to flourish. 
2. Evil is often permitted in order to discipline another evil. 
3. "One world government" proponents will kill each other for control of it. 
 
Rev 17:18 = The Identify of the Woman 
L.T. = And the woman whom you saw is the great city, the one having a kingdom over the 
kings of the earth. 
 
Summary: 
1. The "woman" is the viewpoint of the Tower of Babel. 
2. She is localized in a well-known and influential city. 
3. Her roots were in ancient Babel where languages were confused. 
4. This "great city" of the end-time again overtly manifests the political thought of 

Babel. 
5. The end-time "Economic Babylon" is said to be an offspring of Babel.   

Jer 50:41-42 
6. The city is destroyed and not the woman. 
 


